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Kondratiev long waves
(Dicken 2015, p. 78)

Technology



Technological progress in transport and communication

- Steam engine
- Railway
- Air freight
- Containers
- Satellites
- Optical fibre cables

Transportation / communications revolutions and economic
transformation
(Dicken 2015, p. 84)



Key characteristics of successive K-waves
(Dicken 2015, p. 77)

K1 K2 K3 K4 K5
Main „carrier“ 
branches

Textile; textile 
chemicals; textile 
machinerey, Iron 
working/ castings; 
water power; potteries

Steam engines; steam
ships; machine tools; 
Iron and steel; railway
equipment

Electrical engineering;
Electrical machinery; 
Cable and wire; Heavy 
engineering/armaments; 
steel ships; heavy 
chemicals; 

Automobiles; Trucks; Tractors; 
tanks; Aircraft; consumer
durables; synthetic materials; 
petrochemicals

Computers; Digital 
information techology; 
Internet; Software; 
Telecommunications; 
Optical fibres; Robots; 
Ceramics; 
Nanotechnology; 
Biotechnology

Core input and other
key inputs

Iron; raw cotton; coal Iron, coal Steel, copper Oil, Gas, synthetic materials Chips (integrated
circuits)

Transport and
communications
infrastructure

Canals, turnpike roads, 
sailing ships

Railways, Shipping Electricity supply and
distribution

Highways; Airports, airlines Digital networks;
Satellites

Organization of firms
and forms of
cooperation and
competition

Factory systems,
individual
entrepreneurs and
small firms (<100
employees)
competition;
partnership structure
facilitates cooperation
of technical innovators
and financial
managers. Local capital
and individual wealth

High-noon of small-
firm competition, but
larger firms now
employing thousands
rather than hundreds.
As firms and markets
grow, limited liability
and joint stock
company permit new
pattern of investment,
risk-taking and
ownership

Emergence of giant fimrs,
cartels, trusts, Mergers.
Monopoly and oligopoly
becomes typical.
Regulation or state
ownership of ‚natural‘
monopolies and public
utilities. Concentration of
banking and ‚Finance-
capital. Emergence of
specialized middle
management in large
firms

Mass production and
consumption. Fordism,
Oligopolistic competetion;
Transnational corporations based
on direct foreign investment and
multi-plant locations.
Competetive subcontracting on
arm‘s length basis of vertical
integration. Increasing
concentraion, divisionalization
and hierarchichal control. Techno-
structure in large cooperations

Networks of large and
small firms based
increasingly on
computer networkls
and close cooperation
in technology, quality
control; training;
investment planning
and production
planning (Just-in-time)
etc.

Geographical focus: 
core country or
countries 

Britain Britain (spreading into
Europe and USA)

USA and Germany forging
ahead and overtaking
Britain

USA, later spreading to Europe USA (spreading to
Europe and Asia)
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Technological progress in communications

Information and communication technologies – a process of

convergence

(Dicken 2015, p. 80)

The fact that not everybody watches the same 

thing at the same time, and that each culture 

and social group has a specific relationship to the 

media system, does make a fundamental 

difference vis-à-vis the old system of 

standardized mass media … While the media 

have become indeed globally interconnected, 

and programs and messages circulate in the 

global network, we are not living in a global 

village, but in customized cottages globally 

produced and locally distributed. (Dicken 2015 p. 

93)



Technological progress in transport and communication

Digital divide: Internet population and penetration
(Dicken 2015, p. 98)



The economic side of globalization

„Financialization: the increasing role of
financial motives, financial markets, financial
actors and financial institutions in the
operation of the domestic and international
economies.” (Dicken 2015, p. 58)

“Significance of transnational cooperations

• their ability to coordinate and control various processes and transactions within GPNs, both within and 
between different countries; 

• their potential ability to take advantage of geographical differences in the distribution of factors of 
production (e.g. natural resources, capital, labour) and in state policies (e.g. taxes, trade barriers, subsidies, 
etc.); 

• their potential geographical flexibility – an ability to switch and to re-switch their resources and operations 
between locations at an international, or even a global, scale.” (Dicken 2015, p. 59)

Major actor-centered networks in the global economy
(Dicken 2015, p. 58)



The economic side of globalization

A symplified analytical framework of
the global economy
(Dicken 2015, p. 51)



The economic side of globalization

Reasons for transnationalization:

Market seeking
- Size (measured in various entities like per capita income or

purchasing power)
- Structure (of demand)
- Accessibility (transport costs, trade barriers etc.)

Asset seeking
- (proximity to natural resources)
- Knowledge and skills
- Wage costs
- Labour productivity (number of influences including: 

education, training, skill, motivation, as well as the kind of 
capital equipment (machinery etc.) in use)

- Labour controllability



The concept of absolute advantage in international trade

The early logic that free trade could be advantageous for countries was based on the concept of 
absolute advantages in production. Adam Smith wrote in The Wealth of Nations, 

"If a foreign country can supply us with a commodity cheaper than we ourselves can make it, better 
buy it of them with some part of the produce of our own industry, employed in a way in which we 
have some advantage. " (Book IV, Section ii, 12) 

The idea here is simple and intuitive. If our country can produce some set of goods at lower cost than a 
foreign country, and if the foreign country can produce some other set of goods at a lower cost than 
we can produce them, then clearly it would be best for us to trade our relatively cheaper goods for 
their relatively cheaper goods. In this way both countries may gain from trade. 

Suranovic, S. (2018) International trade theory and Policy. http://internationalecon.com/Trade/Tch40/T40-0.php, last visited on 14/02/2018

http://public.wsu.edu/~brians/world_civ/worldcivreader/world_civ_reader_2/adam_smith.html
http://internationalecon.com/Trade/Tch40/T40-0.php


Ricardo demonstrated in 1817 that if two countries capable of producing two commodities engage in the free market, then each 
country will increase its overall consumption by exporting the good for which it has a comparative advantage while importing the
other good, provided that there exist differences in labor productivity between both countries.

The Ricardian model – the concept of comparative advantage
in international trade

Hours of work necessary to produce one unit
Country Cloth Wine

England 100 120

Portugal 90 80

Suranovic, S. (2018) International trade theory and Policy. http://internationalecon.com/Trade/Tch40/T40-0.php, last visited on 14/02/2018

http://internationalecon.com/Trade/Tch40/T40-0.php


The Ricardian model – the concept of comparative advantage
in international trade

Basic assumptions of the Ricardian model:

- Goods are assumed homogeneous (i.e., identical) across firms and countries.
- Labor is homogeneous within a country but heterogeneous (non-identical) across countries.
- Goods can be transported costlessly between countries.
- Labor can be reallocated costlessly between industries within a country but cannot move between countries.
- Labor is always fully employed.
- Production technology differences exist across industries and across countries and are reflected in labor

productivity parameters.
- The labor and goods markets are assumed to be perfectly competitive in both countries.
- Firms are assumed to maximize profit while consumers (workers) are assumed to maximize utility.

Suranovic, S. (2018) International trade theory and Policy. http://internationalecon.com/Trade/Tch40/T40-0.php, last visited on 14/02/2018

http://internationalecon.com/Trade/Tch40/T40-0.php


The Ricardian model – the concept of comparative advantage
in international trade

The next step in the analysis is to assume that trade between countries is suddenly liberalized and made free: 

- The initial differences in relative prices of the goods between countries in autarky will stimulate trade between the 
countries. 

- Since the differences in prices arise directly out of differences in technology between countries, it is the differences in 
technology that cause trade in the model. Profit-seeking firms in each country's comparative advantage industry 
would recognize that the price of their good is higher in the other country. 

- Since transportation costs are zero, more profit can be made through export than with sales domestically. Thus each 
country would export the good in which they have a comparative advantage. 

- Trade flows would increase until the price of each good is equal across countries. 
- In the end, the price of each country's export good (its comparative advantage good) will rise and the price of its 

import good (its comparative disadvantage good) will fall. 
- The higher price received for each country's comparative advantage good would lead each country to specialize in that 

good. To accomplish this, labor would have to move from the comparative disadvantaged industry into the 
comparative advantage industry. 

Suranovic, S. (2018) International trade theory and Policy. http://internationalecon.com/Trade/Tch40/T40-
0.php, last visited on 14/02/2018

http://internationalecon.com/Trade/Tch40/T40-0.php


The economic side of globalization

Enrolment in tertiary education
(Dicken 2015, p. 122)



The economic side of globalization

Geographical variations in hourly compensation costs in manufacturing
(Dicken 2015, p. 122)



The Ridardian model – the concept of comparative advantage
in international trade Suranovic, S. (2018) International trade theory and Policy. http://internationalecon.com/Trade/Tch40/T40-

0.php, last visited on 14/02/2018

Many people who learn about the theory of comparative advantage quickly convince themselves that its ability to
describe the real world is extremely limited, if not non-existent. Although the results follow logically from the
assumptions, the assumptions are easily assailed as unrealistic. For example, 

- the model assumes only two countries producing two goods using just one factor of production. 

- There is no capital or land or other resources needed for production. 

- The real world, on the other hand, consists of many countries producing many goods using many factors of
production. 

- In the model, each market is assumed to be perfectly competitive, when in reality there are many industries in 
which firms have market power.

- Labor productivity is assumed fixed, when in actuality it changes over time, perhaps based on past production
levels. 

- Full employment is assumed, when clearly workers cannot immediately and costlessly move to other industries. 

- Also, all workers are assumed identical. This means that when a worker is moved from one industry to another, he 
or she is immediately as productive as every other worker who was previously employed there. 

- Finally, the model assumes that technology differences are the only differences that exist between the countries. 

http://internationalecon.com/Trade/Tch40/T40-0.php


The Ridardian model – the concept of comparative advantage
in international trade Suranovic, S. (2018) International trade theory and Policy. http://internationalecon.com/Trade/Tch40/T40-

0.php, last visited on 14/02/2018

A Gardening Story
Suppose it is early spring and it is time to prepare the family backyard garden for the first planting of the year. The father
in the household sets aside one Sunday afternoon to do the job but hopes to complete the job as quickly as possible. 
Preparation of the garden requires the following tasks. 

- First, the soil must be turned over and broken up using the roto-tiller, 
- then the soil must be raked and smoothed. 
- Finally, seeds must be planted or sowed. 

This year the father's seven-year-old son is anxious to help. The question at hand is whether the son should be allowed
to help if one's only objective is to complete the task in the shortest amount of time possible. At first thought, the father
is reluctant to accept help. Clearly each task would take the father less time to complete than the time it would take the
son. In other words, the father can perform each task more efficiently than the seven-year-old son. The father estimates
that it will take him three hours to prepare the garden if he works alone, as shown in the following table. 

http://internationalecon.com/Trade/Tch40/T40-0.php


The Ridardian model – the concept of comparative advantage
in international trade Suranovic, S. (2018) International trade theory and Policy. http://internationalecon.com/Trade/Tch40/T40-

0.php, last visited on 14/02/2018

Task Completion Time (hours)
Roto-Tilling 1.0
Raking 1.0
Planting 1.0
Total 3.0

http://internationalecon.com/Trade/Tch40/T40-0.php


The Ridardian model – the concept of comparative advantage
in international trade Suranovic, S. (2018) International trade theory and Policy. http://internationalecon.com/Trade/Tch40/T40-

0.php, last visited on 14/02/2018

Task Completion Time (hours)
Roto-Tilling 1.0
Raking & Planting 1.0
Total 2.0

On second thought, the father decides to let his son help according to the following procedure. First the father begins the
roto-tilling. Once he has completed half of the garden, the son begins raking the roto-tilled section while the father finishes
roto-tilling the rest of the garden plot. After the father finishes roto-tilling he begins planting seeds in the section the son has
already raked. Suppose the son rakes slower than the father plants, and that the father completes the sowing process just as
the son finishes raking. Note this implies that raking takes the son almost 2 hours compared to one hour for the father. 
However, because the son's work is done simultaneously with the father's work, it does not add to the total time for the
project. Under this plan the time needed to complete the tasks in shown in the following table. 

Notice that the total time needed to prepare the garden has fallen from 3 hours to 2 hours. The garden is prepared in less
time with the son's help than it could have been done independently by the father. In other words, it makes sense to employ
the son in (garden) production even though the son is less efficient than the dad in every one of the three required tasks. 
Overall efficiency is enhanced when both resources (the father and son) are fully employed. 

http://internationalecon.com/Trade/Tch40/T40-0.php


The economic side of globalization
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